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I would like to voice my concern with the clean line PowerLine project gha g is trying to come
 through my area. I line in Crawford County Arkansas outside of Van Buren. Our little
 community is very unique in its terrian. We have ridges bluffs canyons draws flats and hills.
 On our farm there is a total of four canyons that come to draws and five more across the flat
 to where the next ridge starts. Now by stating this you probably can see one of my concerns
 and that would be the noise pollution a line of this size would put off. It would echo for miles
 and be unbareable to those around it. Now for next concern the construction of these towers
 through this part of Crawford County will be very difficult for one the terrian but also the
 bedrock ghat lies beneath. Trying to drill a water well takes sometimes weeks and that's if you
 can get the work over rig in where you need it to be. That my next concern how will the
 equipment get in and out of these canyons because a 200 foot right away will not be big
 enough to move equipment of that size where it will need to go. Next concern on our place we
 have the city of ft smith water main concord water main and Cedarville water main two of the
 three are more than 50 years old and are prone to leaks with construction of this magnitude
 these lines will be in jeapardy. Also there are pump houses and other buildings in the path as
 well as historical sites such as graveyards why were these not addressed before hand.
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